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Ecole Polytechnique F&d&ale de Lausanne, Switzerland 
Let us consider a graph G = (V, E). A k-coloring (S,, . . . , Sk) of its nodes is called 
canonical if any node u E V of any color i is contained in a clique K of size i such that K n S’ # ff 
for 1 CjGi. 
A connected order on a connected graph G = (V, E) is any order u1 < a - - c up such that 
{u l,“‘, Vi} induces a connected graph for any i 1~ i G 1 V I= p. 
We prove that any sequential node coloring based on any connected order gives a canonical 
coloring of any connected subgraph G’ of G if and only if G is a parity graph without Fish 
(a Fish is a forbidden graph on 6 nodes). 
Given an order of the nodes of a graph G, a sequential node coloring is an 
algorithm which scans the nodes in this order and gives to each one the smallest 
available color. 
A connected order in a connected graph G is any order vu1 < l l l < vp such that 
1 VI,..., Vi} induces a connected graph for any i 1s i < IV1 = p. For a non 
connected graph G it will simply be the concatenation of connected orders of the 
connected components of G. 
Gi will denote the subgraph induced by {V 1, . . . vi}. 
The algorithm consisting of a Sequential node coloring based on any Connected 
ORdEr will be called SCORE. In other words, we choose at the beginning any 
node cf the graph. Then, at each step, we choose any node which is adjacent to 
at least one already colored node and give it the smallest available color. When 
there is no such node, we start with a 2ode in another connected component 
(provided all nodes are not colored yet). 
Our purpose is to study a class of graphs for which SCORE always produces 
optimal colorings for the graph itself and for a collection of subgraphs. This class 
will be closely related to parity graphs. These were introduced by Olaru and 
Sachs [4] as graphs characterized by the following property: 
every odd cycle of length 3 5 has two crossing chords. 
Later they were called purity graphs because they can also be characterized by the 
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equivalent property: 
for every pair x, y of nodes, all chordless chains 
connecting x and y have the same parity. 
Burlet and Uhry [2] gave a good algorithm to recognize a parity graph. 
In the next section we shall give the main result; its proof will be developed in 
Section 3. Relations with perfectly orderable graphs [3] will be discussed in 
Section 4. 
All graph theoretical terms not defined here can be found in Berge [l]. All 
“induced” subgraphs will simply be called subgraphs according to [ 11. 
2. The main result 
A k-coloring (&, . . . , Sk) is called canonical [5] if for any node x of any colour i, 
there exists a clique Ks,x of size i such that KnSj#0 forj=i, i-l, l . . , 1. 
Canonical colorings are interesting since it was proved in [S] that a graph G is 
perfect if and only if every subgraph G’ of G has a canonical coloring. 
A k-coloring (S,, . . . , Sk) is called strongly canonical [S] if for any clique # 
there exists a clique K’ =) K such that K’ n 4 # 0 for j = 1,2, . . . , min{r/S, n 
K # 0). Clearly a strongly canonical coloring is canonical. 
A graph G = (V, E) will be called SCORE-perfect (resp. strongly SCORE- 
perfect) if for any k (1 s k s IVl), SCORE provides a canonical (resp. strongly 
canonical) coloring on Gk‘ It is equivalent to say that a graph G is (strongly) 
SCORE-perfect if any connected order on any connected subgraph G’ of G gives 
a (strongly) canonical coloring of G ‘. 
A Fish is a graph G = (V, E) such that V = { 1,2,3,4,5,6} and 6;= { [1,2], 
[l, 31, [2,3], [3,4], [3,6], [4,51, [4,6], [5,6]} (see Fig 1). A parity graph G 
containing no Fish will be called a Fish-Free Parit graph (or shortly FFP graph). 
It would be interesting to know when SCORE provides an optimal coloring. 
Instead of answering this general question, we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. For a graph G, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G is an FFP graph 
(2) G b SCORE-perfect 
(3) G is strongly SCORE-perfect. _ 
a Fish 
6 
Fig. 1. 
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3. The proof 
I_,et G = (V, E) be a graph, < an order on its nodes and x a node in V. We shall 
denote by: 
44 the color of x. 
si the set of nodes with color i. 
N(x) the set of all nodes adjacent to x. 
G(x) the subgraph induced by (y E V/y < x} 
[ x0,..*, x?ll a chain with edges [xi, xi+,] (0 6 i s it - 1). 
1 x0,. l l 9 xn, xO] a cycle with edges [xi, xi+l] (0 < i c yt - 1) and [x,, x0]. 
In order to show by induction that SCORE gives a strongly canonical coloring 
of the first k nodes of an FFP graph, we shall need the following results 
Lemma 1. Let 
- G = (V, E) be a connected parity graph colored by SCORE (with IV1 3 3) 
-x E V be the last node of the order; assume c(x) > 1. 
- y e V be any node adjacent o x such that c(y) > 1. 
Then there exists some node v E S, such that the clique K = {x, y} can be extended 
to a clique K’ = {x, y, v} with K’ f7 SI # 8. 
Pruof. If IV1 = 3 the result is clear. So let us suppose that the result is true for 
any parity graph with at most r - 1 nodes and suppose that IV1 = r. Let v and y be 
two nodes adjacent to x such that c(y) > c(v) = 1. If [y, v] E E the lemma is true; 
so let us suppose that [y, v] $ E. 
Since G - {x} is a connected parity graph, there must be some chordless chain 
of even length (same parity as [y, x, v]) joining v to y in G - {x}. Let 
C=[x()=v,x1,. . . ,x, = y] be such a chain with a maximum number of nodes of 
color 1. Since C is even, there is some index i (0 c i < n) such that xi and xi+1 
have colors > 1. 
By the induction hypothesis applied to G(xi) or G(xi+l) (whichever is the 
larger), there is some node v’ E S1 such that [v', xi] E E and [v’, xi+*] E E. 
We show now that [v’, xi-i] $ E and [v', xi+,] $ E if i <n -- 1. Let US suppose 
we have one of these edges, [v’, xi-,] for example (the other case is similar). 
Then [v’, xi+z] $ E (if i <n - 1) since otherwise [v', xi+ J . . , xi+23 v'] would be 
an odd cycle with no two crossing chords. Similarly [v’, xi-21 $ E (if i > 1). Thus, 
in order to avoid an odd cycle with at most one chord, we must have [v’, xi] $ E 
for any j#i -l,i,i+l. Butnow[~o=~,~l,...,xi--l,v’,xi+~,...,~~=y]isa 
chordless chain joining v to y with more nodes of color 1 than C. This contradicts 
the maximality of C. So [v’, xi-11 $ E and [v', xi+21 $ E if i <n - I and now 
[v ‘, XJ $ E for any j # i, i i- 1 since otherwise we would have an odd cycle with at 
most one chord. 
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The odd cycle [X, X0, . . . , Xi, v’, Xi+19 . . . , xn, x] has length at least five and all 
possible chords except [Xi, Xi+*] must be incident to x. Thus, in order to have two 
crossing chords, the edge [x, v ‘1 must exist. If i is even, [x, x0, . . . , xi, v ‘, x] is an 
odd cycle of length at least five with no two crossing chords. Therefore i is odd. It 
fOllOWS that [X, V ‘, Xi+1 9. . . , x,, x] is an odd cycle with no two crossing chords. 
This is allowed only if i + 1 = n, and thus V’ is the desired common neighbor of X 
and y of color 1. Cl 
Lemma 2. Let 
- G = (V, E) be a connected FFP graph colored by SCORE (iuith IV1 2 3) 
-x E V be the last node of the order; assume c(x) > 1 
- y E V be any node adjacent o x such that c(y) > 1. 
Then for any color k < min{c(x), c(y)} there exists some node z E Sk such that the 
clique K = {x, y} can be extended to a clique K’ = {x, y, z} with K’ n Sk # 0. 
Proof. If IV1 = 3 the result is trivial. So we shall make a proof by induction on 
IV(. Let us suppose that the lemma does not hold; we take a node y violating the 
lemma and having the smallest possible color. Let us consider a color k < 
mW(x), c(y )I such that Sk nN(x) nN(y) =0. By Lemma 1 we know that 
k > 1. Let z be any node of S, n N(x). We have [y, z] $ E. 
Claim. There is’ no node w E N(x) n N(y) n N(z) with c(w) < k. 
To see this, we can observe that since k c c(y), there exists some node 
Z’ E& nN(y). We have [z’, x] $ E since Sk f7 N(x) n N(y) = 0. Now [z’, w] $ E 
since otherwise [z, x, y, z’, w, z] would be an odd cycle with no two crossing 
chords. Since c(w) < min{c(z’), c(y)} = k, we know, by induction hypothesis 
applied to G(y) (which contains z’), that there exists some node w’ E SC++.) n 
N(z ‘) n N(y)). We have: 
- [w’, x] $ E since otherwise [w, x, w’, z’, y, w] would be an odd cycle with no 
two crossing chords. 
- [w’, z] $ E since otherwise ]x, y, z’, w’, z, x] would be an odd cycle with one 
chord. 
Now, the subgraph induced by {x, y, z, z’, w, w’} is a Fish. 
This ends the proof of the claim. Cl 
There is some even chordless chain joining z to y in G - {x}. Let [z = 
X0, . l * 9 X, = y] be such a chain with maximum number of nodes with color 1. If 
there exists some index i such that xi and xi,1 have colors > 1, then with the same 
proof as in Lemma 1 we can prove that i = n - 1 or i = 0. 
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Now two cases are possible: 
(a) c(xJ = 1 for all even indices i such that 2 s i < IZ - 2; x, and xn+ have 
colors > 1 
(b) c(x~) = 1 for all odd indices i such that 1 s i s n - 1. 
Case (a). 
By Lemma 1 applied to either G(x,) or G(z), we know that x1 and z have a 
common neighbor r~ of color 1. AS in Lemma 1, it follows that [v, Xi] $ E for 
2 s i < n and that [v, x] E E. Similarly, there is some node v ’ E S, such that 
[v’, y] E E, [v’, x] E E, [v’, X,-I ]EE and [V’,Xi]$E for any icn-1. Nodes v 
and v’ are distinct since [v, z] E E and [v’, z] $ E. We have n = 2 since otherwise 
the subgraph induced by {x, x1, z, y, v, v’} would be a Fish. Since k c c(y), let 
z’ be any node of S, n N(y). We have [z’, x] $ E since S, n N(x) n N(y) = 0. We 
also have [z, x1] $ E since otherwise [z’, y, x, z, x1, z’] would be an odd cycle 
with no two crossing chords. So Sk n N(y) n N(q) = 0. Now c(xJ <k since 
otherwise color k would be smaller than min{c&), c(y)} and by the induction 
hypothesis applied to either G(y) or G(x,) Sk n N(y) n A@,) would not be 
empty. Now, since x1 E N(y) n N(z), we know by the claim that [x, x1] $ E. Since 
C(Z) < c(y) and c(xl) < min{c(n), c(x)} = k, we know by minimality of c(y) that 
there is some node x1, E S,..xl) n N(z) n N(x). By the claim we have [xl*, y] Q E 
and now [Q, x, y, xl, z, xIp] is an odd cycle with one chord. 
Case (6). 
If [x, xi] E E for some odd i then n = 2 and i = 1 (otherwise we have an odd cycle 
with no two crossing chords) and by the claim this is impossible. So [x, x1] $ E. By 
Lemma 1 there is some node v E S, n N(x) n N(z). Let j be the greatest index 
such that 0 d j =Z n and [v, xj] E E. By the claim we have j <n. Now let i be the 
smallest index such that j < i s n and [x, Xi] E E; [v, Xi, . . . , Xi, X, V] is an odd 
cycle with at most one chord. Cl 
Lemma 3. Let 
- G = (V, E) be a connected FFP graph colored by SCORE (with IV( 2 3) 
- x E V be the last node of the order; assume c(x) > 1 
4=(x1,..., x,,,, x} be a clique where c(Xi) c c(xj) if 1 s i <j sm. 
Then for any color k < min{c(x), c(x,)} there exists some clique K’ I> K such that 
K’nsk+O. 
Proof. If m = 1, this result is true by Lemma 2. So let us suppose that m > 1 and 
that the lemma is true for any clique with at most m - 1 neighbors of x. We know 
that there exists cliques K’ = {y, x2,. . . ,x,,,, x) and K”= {y’, x1,. . . , x~_~, x) 
such that c(y) = c(y’) = k. So we must have [y, x,] E E or/and [y’, x,] E E since 
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otherwise [y ‘, x1, x,, y, x, y ‘1 would be an odd cycle with no two crossing 
chords. q 
Proof of the theorem 
It is sufficient to show this implication for a connected FFP graph G. Let us 
consider any clique K = { yi, . l . , yr) of G and let s > 1 be the smallest color in K 
(f i s = 1 there is nothing to prove). Using Lemma 3 (X = last node in K) with 
index k decreasing from s - 1 to 1, it is easy to see that there exists cliques 
K’ = {Xk, . . . , XS__l, y1, . l l , yk) with C(Xj) = j for any j (k <j s s - 1). For k = 1, 
this proves that the coloring in G is strongly canonical. 
(3) 3 (2) 
This implication is obvious. 
If G is not an FFP graph, it must contain as induced subgraph at least one of the 
following: 
(a) a Fish 
(5) the odd cycle [xi, . . . x5] with two non crossing chords [x2, x4] and [x1, x5] 
(c) a chordless odd cycle [x1, . . . , xzk+J (k > 1) 
(d) an odd cycle [x1, . . . , x~+J [k > 1) with one chord [x~~+~, x2]. 
Now we construct the connected order on G, beginning by this subgraph. In 
order to see that (2) is not true, it is sufficient to verify that SCORE may give a 
non canonical_ coloring to this subgraph. 
(a) if the nodes are ordered 1 < 2 < l l l < 6 as in Fig. 1, the last node receives 
color 4 but is not contained in a clique of size 4 
(b) if the nodes are ordered xl < l l l <x5, x5 receives color 4 but is not 
contained in a clique of size 4 
(c) if the nodes are ordered x1 c l l - <x~~+~, x=+1 receives color 3 but is not 
contained in a clique of size 3 
Fig. 2. 
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(d) if the nodes are ordered x1 < X~+~ <xz. <x3 c l l l c x2, xtt receivc:s color 
3 but is not contained in a clique of size 3. 0 
4. Final remarks 
A question that is still open is to know for which graphs G = (V, E) SCORE 
always provides an optimal coloring for Gk (k = 1, . . . , 1 VI). Any odd cycle with 
at mc st one chord, for example, has this property. So such graphs are not perfect. 
One should observe that connected orders and perfect orders in the sense of 
Chv6tal [3] are different concepts. There is no inclusion relation between 
perfectly orderable (p.0.) and SCORE-perfect graphs: the complement of a chain 
on five nodes is p.o. but not SCORE-perfect, and the graph in Fig. 2 is 
SCORE-perfect but not p.o. 
There is another interesting difference with p.o. graphs which should be 
mentioned: in a p.o. graph G, there is one order 6 of the nodes which gives a 
(strongly canonical) coloring of the subgraphs generated by the first k nodes in 6 
(for any k). Now if we want to find a (strongly canonical) coloring of a collection 
of arbitrary subgraphs G’ of G, we may simply take the order induced by 6 
in G’. 
For an FFP graph G, an arbitrary but fixed connected order Ce of the nodes will 
again give a (strongly canonical) coloring of the subgraphs generated by the first k 
nodes in Ce (for any k). However if we want to find a (strongly canonical) co!oring 
of a collection of arbitrary subgraphs G’ of G, then we may not use the order 
induced by %Z on 6’; we may have to consider different orders for the various 
subgraphs G ‘. 
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The question naturally arises to determine the class of graphs for which we can 
keep the same (connected) order % for coloring any subgraph G’. We can state: 
Proposition. For a graph G, the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) every connected order is perfect 
(b) G does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to the graphs Ck (k 2 5), &, 
T, F or K* in Fig. 3. 
It is easy to see that the graphs in Fig. 3 have a connected order which is not 
perfect. Conversely, one shows simply that a graph having a connected order 
which is not perfect must contain one of the graphs in Fig. 3. 
There are some variations on connected sequential colorings which might be 
studied. Instead of taking any connected order x1 c l l l CX,,, we could choose xi 
such that: 
- N(xi) contains as many already colored nodes as possible 
- N(xi) contains as many different colors as possible. 
But Fig. 4 shows two examples of parity graphs which are not colored optimally 
with any one of these improvements. 
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